Character Area 33
De Maisonneuve, Near Westmount Park

Although de Maisonneuve Boulevard (formerly called Western Avenue), and Metcalfe Avenue can be found on maps dating back to 1878, their real development began about twenty years later when Westmount was in the midst of its boom period. The development of Kensington and Melville (formerly Elgin) avenues followed soon afterwards. This area is closely knit with jaggedly sided houses which are almost all attached. Although the original character has changed somewhat, due to the demolition of many houses and the construction of apartment complexes, some fine brick and stone buildings can still be found. In the mid-eighties de Maisonneuve Boulevard was interrupted at Melville Avenue, adding green space to Westmount Park and reducing vehicular traffic in the area.
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The following are some of the key defining characteristics applying to the whole area.

**Use and typology:** Almost all are single-family houses forming ensembles of four to twelve buildings.

**Siting and orientation:** Almost all building facades are at a slight angle to the street. Facades in ensembles are almost always staggered. Buildings are almost always within a meter’s distance of the building line and generally between 3.0 m and 5.0 m behind the streetline. (On Melville and Redfern avenues almost all facades are 3.5 m or less behind the streetline).

**Heights and frontages:** Buildings are predominantly (81%) two storeys high with frontages which are almost always 5.5 - 8.0 m wide.

**Roofs:** All roofs are flat. About half have simple parapets (generally straight). The other half have decorative sloped roofs (such as false mansards) which almost always have turrets or gable expressions above bay windows or bay projections, as well as eaves generally decorated with brackets or dentils.

**Facade materials:** The street facades are predominantly (79%) in brick with stone foundations.

**Entrance conditions:** Entrances are virtually all at the front, with stairs perpendicular to the street and generally 1.1 - 1.6 m above sidewalk level.

**Facade treatments:** The street facades are almost always articulated by bay windows or bay projections, generally on two floors. Facades with parapets almost always have cornices (generally dentiled) spanning the full width of the facades a few feet below parapet height. Almost all brick houses have stone lintels, sills and banding.

**Windows:** Although the proportion of the window openings vary, they are generally very vertical. The windows themselves are almost all very vertical. Buildings have predominantly (80%) retained their original double-hung window style.

**Parking:** There are virtually no back lanes and access from the street to the sides or backs of houses is often impossible. There are some parking aprons in advance of the building line on de Maisonneuve (south side). Thus, most cars are parked on the street.

The following are defining characteristics of specific streetscapes in addition to those of the whole character area unless otherwise noted.

**De Maisonneuve (north Side):** Virtually all houses are two storeys high; about one half are in brick and the other half in stone.

**De Maisonneuve (south Side):** Buildings are generally semi-detached. All are in brick. Almost half of the facades have pedimented porches of similar size and shape.

**Ingleside:** All houses are two storeys high and in brick. All facades on the north side have parapets while those on the south side have decorative sloped roofs with false dormers. The entrances almost always have canopies, which on the south side are the sole projections on the facades and were originally wooden balconies.

**Kensington:** All houses are in brick and generally have arched or pedimented entrance porches or porticos. Windows are almost always either multiple in an opening or closely grouped together.

**Melville:** In general, the buildings are three storeys high, have parapets and stone facades. Almost all buildings have three or more dwellings. The entrances are almost always at two levels - one at street level, the other at about 2.8 m from the sidewalk. Windows are almost always single in an opening.

**Metcalfe:** Almost all buildings have decorative sloped roofs which generally retain their original slate. Almost all houses have double-hung windows and on the west side they are all single in an opening. The entrances on the west side are almost always articulated by porches or portals with pediments.

**Redfern:** All houses are two storeys high with brick facades. Windows are generally double-hung and are always single in an opening.